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Also called the black smoke city is and mining and idustrial town located near the Mudpit mire just at the 
bottom of Watertop Hills. Filled with mines that go deep into the earth and chimmnes that rise high and spew 
out smoke into the sky. Folk here live very practical lives �lled with hard work.

The towns main exports are coal, copper, lead and iron, from the mining part of the industry. 
And cannons, balistas, weapons, battle armor, constructs and iron golems from the product making part of 
the industry.

Most of the mining operacions are done by Metal Miles Mining. A mining company owned by Earl Harding 
and Richard Zamadoj. 
They mostly keep their mining to the Watertop hills but they also have the DOB. 
Dangerous Operations Branch of their company which focuses on establshing mining colonies within the 
cadaver �elds to look for leftover giant adamantine for mining and reaserch purposes.
The danger doesnt come from the mining but from what it atracts. From undead to ancient sleepig demons 
these camps are attacked nearly every week and they never survive more than a month or two.
This line of work atracts desperate or foolhardy people that need the extra coin givent for working with the 
DOB.

 THE RED RISE

A mountain range with hig amount of red clay in the foots of its mountains. It is ruled by an adult black 
dragon by the name of Darobog the angle of su�ering. He has build the black army and contorls a part of the 
rise and a part of the Dorokum forest. His soldiers and folowers worship Lovitar goddes of pain and see 
Darobog as her champion. 

Tribes of humans, goblins, dark elves (drow), orcks, gold, bronze and silver dragon born live in the rise and the 
forests below. 
The human tribes together with the orcks and the dragonborn stand against the black dragons army. In 
protection of their sacred lands,their homes and their families.

Some agents of the dark lord have slipped trought the line of resistance and are now acting in the hazdur 
�elds to gather allies and slaves for the black army.


